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A finite group (G, .) is said to be sequenceable if its elements can be arranged in 
a sequence a0 = e, al, az . . . . .  a~_l in such a way that the partial products bo = a0, 
bx = aoa~, b2 = aoa~az . . . . .  b,~_t = aoa~az" 'a~_~ are all distinct (and conse- 
quently are the elements of G in a new order). It is said to be R-sequenceable 
(see [3]) or near-sequenceable (see [5]) if its elements can be ordered in such a 
way that the partial products b0 = a0, bl = aoat, b2 = aoata2 . . . . .  b , -2 = 
aoa~az • - • 0-,-2 are all different and so that the product b,_~ = aoataz" • • a~_~ = 
b0 = e. In the first case, the ordering a0, al . . . . .  a~_t of the elements is said to be 
a sequencing of G and, in the second case, an R-sequencing of G. 
It is evident that, for any finite group G, those elements of G which are the 
products of the n elements in any order all belong to the same coset, hG'  say, of 
the derived group G'  of G. In particular, * - ' b,_ t -b , _~g,  for some g '~G' ,  if b , - t  
and * b,_ l  arise from different sequencings or R-sequencings. These observations 
lead us to the 'inverse' concepts of P-group and super P-group. 
A finite group (13, -) of order n is a P-group if every element of one particular 
coset of the derived group 13' can be expressed as the product of the n elements 
of 13 in some order. It is a super P-group if every element of one particular coset 
hG'  of the derived group can be expressed as the product of the n elements of 13 
in such a way that the orderings of the elements in these products are sequencings 
of 13 with the exception that, in the case that h = e, the element e of 13' must be 
expressed as a product of the n elements of 13 which forms an R-sequencing of 13. 
In 1969, A. Rhemtulla [8] proved that all finite soluble groups are P-groups. 
Much more recently, in 1980, J. D6nes and P. Hermann [1] succeeded in proving 
that all finite groups are P-groups. However, the property of being a super 
P-group is considerably less universal. 
In [7], we pointed out that an abelian group is a super P-group if and only if it 
is sequenceable or R-sequenceable, we proved that a non-abelian group of order 
pq, where p and q are distinct odd primes such that p <q and p has 2 as a 
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primitive root, is a super P-group and we conjectured that dihedral groups of 
doubly even order might be super P-groups. 
Here we prove 
Theorem 1. I[ m is odd and the dihedral group D,~ =gp{a, [3 :od ~ =[32=e,  
ot[3 = [3o~ -~} is sequenceable, it is a super P-group. 
Proof. If b2,,-1 = aoala2" • • a2m-~ is a sequencing of D~, it contains m elements 
of the type [3ax, x =0,  1 . . . . .  m-1 .  Consequently, when rn is odd, b2m-~ 
D,~ \gp{~x}. 
Each inner automorphism of Dm maps a sequencing onto a sequencing. If 
b2~_l=[3cx *, then the inner automorphism ~-~, :g---->o~-'go~' maps the distinct 
partial products b0, b~ . . . . .  b2,,-x =/30/* onto distinct partial products 
~g = [30/s+2t"  b0, b  . . . . .  b*m-~ Since 2 is prime to m, s+2t  takes all values modulo 
m as t varies, so there exist sequencings equal to every element of the coset 
D,, \gp{a} of the derived group D~ = gp{a}. 
Theorem 2. I f  m is even, m = 2p where p is an odd prime, and Dm is sequenceable, 
then it is a super P-group. 
Proof. When m is even, the derived group of D, ,=gp{a, [3 :am=[32=e,  
a[3 = [3a -1} is D~n=gp{a 2}and has order ½m. Since every such group is R- 
sequenceable (see [6]), all sequencing products b2m-a belong to D~. 
When m = 2p, D~ has prime order p and all its non-identity elements are of 
order p. Also, in that case the mapping tr, :or --~ ct °+2., [3 ----> [3 of the generators ~t, 
[3 of D2p defines an outer automorphism of the group for 1 ~< s < p (except when 
p = 3, in which case it is the inner automorphism r e) since p+2s  is relatively 
prime to 2p. The outer automorphisms trs, 1 ~< s < p, are transitive on the set of 
non-identity elements of D~ because o~ 2' ~ a 4s' and so cr~ maps ot 2' to ~x 2~ if s 
satisfies 2ts =-- u (mod p), 1 ~< s < p. 
Since D2p is sequenceable, there exists a sequencing product which is equal to 
some non-identity element of Dip. This can be mapped by an appropriate one of 
the outer automorphisms oq onto a sequencing product which is equal to any 
other required non-identity element of D~o. Since also D2p is R-sequenceable, 
this is sufficient o prove that it is a super P-group. 
From Theorem 1, it follows in particular that, for all odd values of m, 
5 ~< m ~< 35, Dm is a super P-group. Also for all primes p =-- 1 (mod 4) and for all 
primes p - -7 (mod 8) for which 2 has the exponent ½(p - 1), Dp is a super P-group. 
(See [2] and [4].) 
In Fig. 1 we illustrate the fact that the dihedral group/96 is a super P-group. 
(The column headed 'S'  is the sequencing.) 
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Reterences 
(s) (s~) 
e g e 
e e e 
~5 ~ ~5 
~5 ~ ~5 
[[~ ~3 ~3 
~2 ~3 ~3 
if4 ~ 
~2 ~4 
~3 ~ ~5 
~3 /30[ 5 ~2t 
~2 ~5 
if2 ~4 ~2 
~a 5 ~a 2 /~E 4 
a 2 ~a ~a 5 
a 4 ~a 5 
e a4 a2 
Fig. 1. D 6 is a super P-group. 
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